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Viral channel forming proteins (VCPs) have beendiscovered in the late 70s and are found inmany viruses to date.
Usually they are small and have to assemble to form channels which depolarize the lipid membrane of the host
cells. Structural information is just about to emerge for just some of them. Thus, computational methods play a
pivotal role in generating plausible structures which can be used in the drug development process. In this review
the accumulation of structural data is introduced from a historical perspective. Computational performances and
their predictive power are reported guided by biological questions such as the assembly, mechanism of function
and drug–protein interaction of VCPs. An outlook of how coarse grained simulations can contribute to yet unex-
plored issues of these proteins is given. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled:Membrane Proteins edited by
J.C. Gumbart and Sergei Noskov.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Bridging computation and experiments implies that there are two
independent worlds each of which delivers information by itself but
mutually supports the overall investigations on a subject, here a protein.
Computational results help to predict and need verification from exper-
iments. It is the viewhowever, that based on high quality computational
developments, computational modeling should also be seen as a source
for delivering of smart ‘suggestions’ which need to be ‘matched’ with
experiments.

1.1. Historical perspective

Evidence for the existence of proteins encoded by viruses which
alter membrane permeability has been reported for the first time in
the late 70s [1,2]. It had been found that synthesis of host proteins in
cells invaded by viruses is lowered in order to allow viral protein syn-
thesis to occur. This finding has been called the ‘shut-off phenomenon’.
The cause of this phenomenon was attributed to ‘coat proteins’ causing
an alteration of ion gradients within the infected cell which gave rise to
speak about a ‘membrane leakage-model’: proteins must exist which
form ‘small pores in the lipid bilayer through which ions could diffuse
freely’ [1].

In the 90s, proteins which alter membrane permeability were
identified for a series of viruses such as 2B and 3A of polio virus [3],
6K protein of Semliki Forest virus [4], M2 of influenza A [5,6] and Vpu
of HIV-1 [7,8]. Since then the number of identified and proposed chan-
nel proteins has risen (see reviews [9–15]). Identification of altered
membrane permeability by the VCPs is mostly based on in vitro exper-
iments. An immediate correlation of protein activity within the cell is
unambiguously established only for very few of them.

The outcome of most of the in vitro studies is that the channels
formed by the VCPs lack sophisticated gating behavior and a high selec-
tivity. All together it seems that some of the VCPs form pores which are,
to some extent, selective similar to the host ion channels. Other VCPs
show characteristics like toxins by simply enabling unselective perme-
ability for even small molecules. Experimental data support a channel-
pore dualism [16]. Based on these facts the VCPs are evidently termed
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as viroporins. Usually membrane proteins with beta barrel motif for the
transmembrane domain are termed as ‘porins’. However, as shown
below, such a motif is not reported for any of the VCPs so far.

Structural information about the VCPs is gradually emerging due
to the fact that they are small and embeddedwithin the lipidmembrane
[12] (Table 1). Spear headers in respect to availability of structural
information are M2 of influenza A and Vpu of HIV-1 most recently
followed by p7 of hepatitis C virus. This feature is in linewith the impor-
tance of the VCPs being potential drug targets. Nevertheless most of the
structural information is limited to the TMDs of the VCPs and in the case
of Vpu it includes also solely the cytoplasmic domain. Most recently a
synthetic peptide corresponding to the extramembrane N terminal
side of M2 has been crystallized in contact with a monoclonal antibody
[17]. The structure can be regarded as a good approximation to the
‘in vivo’ structure of M2.

For many of the VCPs, channel function is reported to be non-
essential [15]. In the case of Vpu it is not even identifiedwhether a chan-
nel function is needed at all in the infectivity cycle of the virus [18].

As a drug target, the VCPs are just emerging as potential candidates
since formanyviruses they are not essential for survival. Thereforemost
of these proteins are classified as ‘auxiliary’ proteins. M2 from influenza
A, the first VCP to be detected, has also been the target for the very first
ever developed antivirals. At thismoment only a hand full of other drugs
are tested against VCPs. One drug is explored in clinical trials to combat
HCV/HIV-1 targeting p7/Vpu. Difficulties in getting structure informa-
tion, an essential prerequisite for effective drug development, foster
the low attractiveness in drug development.

Another facet in the function of these viral channel forming proteins
is the fact that, startingwith Vpu of HIV, host factors are identified, with
which the VCPs interact to steer the cells towards improved viral repli-
cation [19]. Recently a VCP of human papillomavirus, E5, has entered
the league of VCPs [20]. Until then E5 had been identified as to interact
with a series of host factors. Also p7 of HCV is proposed to interact with
host proteins whereas experimental data identify large scale interac-
tionswith othermembrane proteins of its own genome. At thismoment
these interactionsmay open a route for the development of conceptual-
ly novel drugs targeting the VCPs [21].

Low selectivity together with dual functionality, as VCP and steering
molecule, supports the rather obscure characterization of these types of
biomolecules being plastic and highly dynamic multi-tasking mem-
brane proteins.

A solution to the bottle neck imposed by structural virology and the
fuzziness of their mechanical behavior is to enroll into computational

approaches which help to answer academic questions and support the
drug development process. The intention of this review is to focus on
computational modeling as the source of information.

1.2. Structural information from experimental techniques — a survey

At this stage it is the intention to survey and illuminate the structural
(Table 2) and computational research on the VCPs. For more detailed
information about the molecular biological features the reader may be
referred to excellent reviews available in the literature, e.g. [13,15].
Structural information forms the cradle of computational modeling.

The very first structural information about a VCPwas given for a syn-
thetic peptide corresponding to the TMD of M2 of influenza A using CD
spectroscopy [22] (Table 1). A helical motif has been identified. Solid
state NMR spectroscopic experiments, also based on synthetic peptides
corresponding to the TMD of M2, proposed a defined tilt of the peptide
and left-handedness of the putative tetrameric bundle [23]. Also FTIR
spectroscopic measurements on similar peptides supported the tetra-
meric assembly [24]. In a series of solid state NMR spectroscopic inves-
tigations using synthetic constructs [25] or expressed peptides [26,27]
precise orientations of side chains of tryptophan and the essential histi-
dines were obtained and an elaboratemodel of themechanics of proton
movement was established [25–27].

The M2 protein in its tetrameric state was also identified using solu-
tionNMR spectroscopy [28] (Fig. 1). At the same time X-ray spectroscop-
ic data were available [29] (Fig. 1). All data sets reveal the left-handed
nature of the helical assembly and also support the notation that the
TMDs can form the assembly independent of the extramembrane do-
mains. And following up on this, a full protein structure of M2 neither
in its monomeric nor in its tetrameric form is available.

In a series of structural experiments the location of drugs such
as amantadine [30] (2KQT), [29] (3C9J) and rimantadine [28] (2RLF),
[31] (2LJC) and other drugs, e.g. amantadine derivatives [32] (2LY0),
and [33] (2MUV) has been investigated.

The next VCP in line is Vpu of HIV-1 for which structural information
has become available. Its cytoplasmic domain has been expressed
in E. coli [34] or synthesized [35,36] and used in CD spectroscopic
and solution NMR experiments. Later the structure was refined
by expressed E. coli protein reconstituted into detergent micelles
of DPC [37] (Fig. 1). The structure represents an improvement since
in the studies reported earlier the VCPs have been resolved either
in TFE containing solution [35,36] or in buffer of high salt concentra-
tion (500 mM sodium sulfate) [34]. What all structural studies have

Table 1
Timeline of the emergence of structural information of the VCPs. F = FTIR, H= hypothesized, CD= circular dichroism, N=NMR, E= EM, X= X-ray, D= drug, fl= full length protein,
sgl = single TMD.
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